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Call for Papers

Following the successful earlier conferences at Bangalore (2006), Lyon (2007), London (2008), Michigan (2009), Thunder Bay (2010), Melbourne (2011), and Macau (2012) the eighth event is being organized at Islamabad, Pakistan in 2013. The International Conference on Digital Information Management is a multidisciplinary conference on digital information management, science and technology. The principal aim of this conference is to bring people in academia, research laboratories and industry together, and offer a collaborative platform to address the emerging issues and solutions in digital information science and technology. The ICDIM intends to bridge the gap between different areas of digital information management, science and technology. This forum will address a large number of themes and issues. The conference will feature original research and industrial papers on the theory, design and implementation of digital information systems, as well as demonstrations, tutorials, workshops and industrial presentations.

The 8th International Conference on Digital Information Management will be held on September 10~12, 2013 at the Marriott Hotel Islamabad in Pakistan.

The ICDIM intends to bridge the gap between different areas of digital information management, science and technology. This forum will address a large number of themes and issues. The conference will feature original research and industrial papers on the theory, design and implementation of digital information systems, as well as demonstrations, tutorials, workshops and industrial presentations.

The topics in ICDIM 2013 include but are not confined to the following areas.

- Information Retrieval
- Data Grids, Data and Information Quality
- Temporal and Spatial Databases
- Data Warehouses and Data Mining
- Web Mining including Web Intelligence and Web 3.0
- E-Learning, eCommerce, e-Business and e-Government
- Natural Language Processing
- XML and other extensible languages
- Web Metrics and its applications
- Enterprise Computing
- Semantic Web, Ontologies and Rules
- Human-Computer Interaction
- Artificial Intelligence and Decision Support Systems
- Knowledge Management
- Ubiquitous Systems
- Peer to Peer Data Management
- Interoperability
- Mobile Data Management
- Data Models for Production Systems and Services
- Data Exchange issues and Supply Chain
- Data Life Cycle in Products and Processes
- Case Studies on Data Management, Monitoring and Analysis
- Security and Access Control
- Information Content Security
- Mobile, Ad Hoc and Sensor Network Security
- Distributed information systems
- Information visualization
- Web services
- Quality of Service Issues
- Multimedia and Interactive Multimedia
- Image Analysis and Image Processing
- Video Search and Video Mining
- Case Studies on Data Management, Monitoring and Analysis
• Security and Access Control
• Information Content Security
• Mobile, Ad Hoc and Sensor Network Security
• Distributed information systems
• Information visualization
• Web services
• Quality of Service Issues
• Multimedia and Interactive Multimedia
• Image Analysis and Image Processing
• Video Search and Video Mining

All the accepted papers of ICDIM 2013 will appear in the proceedings published by IEEE.

All paper of ICDIM 2013 will be fully indexed by IEEE Xplore.

All the ICDIM 2013 papers will be indexed by DBLP.

Modified version of the selected papers will appear in the special issues of the following peer reviewed journals.

1. Journal of Digital Information Management (JDIM)
2. International Journal of Web Applications (IJWA)
3. International Journal of Information Technology and Web Engineering (IJITWE)
4. International Journal of Emerging Sciences (IJES)

- Call for Workshops/Tutorials /Demos

In addition to the main technical program, the conference will include workshops/tutorials/demos.

Submit proposals for workshops/tutorials/demos: